How to Change Baby ID – Baby’s Name

BabyID is what Control Center Software uses as Baby’s name.

My BabyID is BabyEC1E
**BabyID** is the name of each Baby as it appears on the Control Center Software Screen.

**BabyID** is different than ID1 and ID2 which are the grey IDs students use to identify themselves to Baby during a care session.

![ID1 or ID2 would look like this.](image)

**BabyID** can be changed to anything that provides an easy way to identify each Baby as a unique individual. When programming Babies, this will make it easier to ensure the correct Baby is being programmed.

Some instructors number Babies and permanently identify each Baby somewhere on Baby.

![They call me 5.](image)

This Baby has a wristband attached with the number 5 on it. On Control Center Software, it appears on the screen with the BabyID listed as 5.

Some instructors would list this Baby as Baby05.

The students would like me to be called Jane because I’m the only girl Baby in our program.
1. To change BabyID, select Baby on the Available Baby window.

2. Click Program Baby button to bring up the Program Baby window. Click on the blue [Edit] next to Baby ID.
3. In the Edit Baby ID window, the current Baby ID will appear. Backspace to delete this.

4. Enter the name you’ve selected and click OK.

5. The name should appear on the Program Baby window as the new Baby ID. It’s not valid until you click the Done button.
6. Click Sent to Baby(s) button to send the change to Baby.

7. You can select Baby and click Stop to end the simulation. The change you made to the Baby ID is now completed.
If you have any questions about this information or need other assistance, feel free to contact us:

PRODUCT SUPPORT
(800) 830-1416 – Option 2
productsupport@realityworks.com